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Abstract
The research reported in this thesis is concerned with multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems that employ large number of transmit/receive antennas. MIMO sys-
tems with tens of antennas in communication terminals, referred to as large-MIMO
systems, are considered. The motivation to consider such large-MIMO systems is the
potential to practically realize the theoretically predicted benefits of MIMO, in terms
of both high spectral efficiencies as well as increased diversity orders, through the ex-
ploitation of large spatial dimensions. High complexity of detection and precoding in
such large-MIMO systems has been a major issue. This thesis focuses on the design
of large-MIMO detection and precoding algorithms that can achieve near-optimal per-
formance at practically affordable low complexities. The work reported in the thesis is
comprised of the following three major parts:
1. Low-complexity detection, based on a local neighborhood search and probabilis-
tic data association (PDA), on large-MIMO links with channel state information
at the receiver (CSIR) only, and the associated channel estimation.
2. Low-complexity precoding using X-Codes/X-Precoders and Y-Codes/Y-Preco-
ders on large-MIMO linkswith channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT)
and CSIR.
3. Low-complexity precoding for large multiuser MISO (multiple-input single-out-
put) downlink systems with CSIT, based on vector perturbation with a reduced
search space.
1. Low-Complexity Detection Using Local Neighborhood Search and PDA:
In this part of the work, we consider large-MIMO systems with channel state informa-
tion at the receiver. We propose two low-complexity detection algorithms, one based
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on a local neighborhood search, termed asmultistage likelihood ascent search (M-LAS)
algorithm, and another based on probabilistic data association. We were motivated to
investigate such algorithms from machine learning/artificial intelligence for the pur-
pose of large-MIMO detection due to their demonstrated success in large systems in-
cluding, for example, multiuser detection in code division multiple access (CDMA)
systems with large number of users. These algorithms exhibit ‘large-system behavior,’
where the bit error rate (BER) performance improves and gets increasingly closer to the
optimal performance for increasing number of antennas. We demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of these algorithms in both V-BLAST MIMO systems (which offer full rate) as well
as non-orthogonal space-time block code (STBC) MIMO systems (which offer both full
rate as well as full transmit diversity). The order of complexity for M-LAS algorithm
is O(NtNr) per symbol in V-BLAST MIMO, where Nt and Nr are the number trans-
mit and receive antennas, respectively. We also propose a low-complexity iterative
detection/channel estimation scheme. With the feasibility of such low-complexity de-
tection/channel estimation schemes, large-MIMO systems with tens of antennas oper-
ating at several tens to hundreds of bps/Hz spectral efficiencies can become practical,
enabling interesting high data rate wireless applications.
2. Low-Complexity Precoding Using X-Codes and Y-Codes:
In this part of the work, we consider a MIMO system with channel state information
at both the transmitter and receiver. We propose X-Codes and Y-Codes to achieve high
multiplexing and diversity gains at low complexity. The proposed precoding schemes
are based upon the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix which
transforms the MIMO channel into parallel subchannels. Then X- and Y-Codes are
used to improve the diversity gain by pairing the subchannels, prior to SVD precod-
ing. In particular, subchannels with good diversity are paired with those having low
diversity gains. Hence, a pair of channels is jointly encoded using a 2 × 2 real matrix,
which is fixed a priori and does not change with each channel realization. For X-Codes,
these matrices are 2-dimensional rotation matrices parameterized by a single angle,
while for Y-Codes, these matrices are 2-dimensional upper left triangular matrices.
The maximum likelihood (ML) decoding complexity for both X- and Y-Codes is low.
Specifically, the decoding complexity of Y-Codes is the same as that of a scalar channel.
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We also propose X-, Y-Precoders with the same structure as X-, Y-Codes, but the en-
coding matrices adapt to each channel realization. The optimal encoding matrices for
X-, Y-Codes/Precoders are derived analytically. It is observed that X-Codes/Precoders
perform better for well-conditioned channels, while Y-Codes/Precoders perform bet-
ter for ill-conditioned channels, compared to other precoding schemes in the literature.
We then propose a non-diagonal precoder based on the X-Codes to increase the mutual
information in GaussianMIMO channels with discrete input alphabets. This precoding
structure enables us to express the total mutual information as a sum of the mutual in-
formation of all the pairs. The problem of finding the optimal precoder with the above
structure, which maximizes the total mutual information, is solved by i) optimizing
the rotation angle and the power allocation within each pair and ii) finding the optimal
pairing and power allocation among the pairs. It is shown that the mutual informa-
tion achieved with the proposed pairing scheme is very close to that achieved with the
optimal precoder by Cruz et al., and is significantly better than Mercury/waterfilling
strategy by Lozano et al.
3. Low-Complexity Multiuser Precoding Using Reduced Search Space Vector Perturbation:
In this part of the work, we consider the problem of precoding in large multiuser MISO
(multiple-input single-output) systems with large number of transmit antennas (Nt) at
the base station and large number of downlink users (Nu), where each user has one
receive antenna. Such large MISO systems are of interest because of the high capaci-
ties (sum-rates) of the order of tens to hundreds of bits/channel use possible in such
systems. We propose a vector perturbation based low-complexity precoder, termed as
norm descent search (NDS) precoder, which has a complexity of justO(NuNt) per infor-
mation symbol. This low complexity attribute of the precoder is achieved by searching
for the perturbation vector over a reduced search space. Interestingly, in terms of BER
performance, the proposed precoder achieves increasingly better BER for increasing
Nt, Nu, making it suited for large MISO systems both in terms of complexity as well as
performance.
